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JeromeASF, the YouTube sensation, debuts his Bacca
character on the printed page with this action-packed
Minecraft adventure for all ages. Bacca has it all. The most
celebrated (and furry) star in the Overworld, he’s the person
others look to for help building their dungeons, mazes, and
castles. He has a girlfriend, LadyBacc, and his most prized
possession of all—a diamond axe called Betty. One day,
Bacca is approached by a mysterious dragon . . . made
entirely of diamonds! The dragon is from a new biome—a
secret land few have ever seen—where a special object has
been stolen. A seemingly impossible set of riddles and
challenges stands in the way of getting it back, but if Bacca
can help, the dragon promises he’ll receive a new weapon
even better than Betty. Is he willing to risk everything and
push his crafting skills to their very limits? As his millions of
YouTube fans already know . . . of course he is! He’s Bacca!
Perfect for Minecraft fans of all ages, Bacca and the Riddle of
the Diamond Dragon showcases the YouTube Minecraft star
that fans around the world have come to love: funny, creative,
and just a little bit crazy! Sky Pony Press, with our Good
Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of books for young readers—picture books for
small children, chapter books, books for middle grade
readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes
bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told
with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance,
patience, and the environment, and much more. In particular,
this adventure series is created especially for readers who
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love the fight of good vs. evil, magical academies like
Hogwarts in the Harry Potter saga, and games like Minecraft,
Terraria, and Pokemon GO. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
This all-ages collection of stories set in the world of Batman:
The Animated Series stars one of Batman’s most vexing
villains…the Riddler! His schemes are never easy to solve,
and in these adventures, it’s no different! Riddler flips the
script by leaving Batman clues…to other villains’ crimes, and
faces the music when he holds a rock star hostage! And
when a copycat tries to steal the Riddler’s style, who will find
them first-Batman or the Riddler? Collects Batman: Gotham
Adventures #11, #28, #56-57, and Batman Adventures #11.
Even as the sound of modern worship has grown louder, the
heartbeat of true worship has grown faint. This is a call for
those whose hearts burn to see it revived— who burn with
reformation’s fire. Who long to see the purity of worship
restored and the Lord’s house of prayer once again reflect
the fullness of His glory and the wonders of His heart. The
Reset is not simply a book on worship, it’s an appeal to the
broader worshiping community to once again re-order their
lives and practices in accordance with the sacred and priestly
calling they were given and zealously return to the heart of
worship.
Leavened by the same infectious intelligence and lovable
nerdiness that made Robin Sloan's Mr Penumbra's 24-Hour
Bookstore such a sensation, Sourdough marks the
triumphant return of a unique and beloved young writer. Lois
Clary is a software engineer at General Dexterity, a San
Francisco robotics company with world-changing ambitions.
She codes all day and collapses at night, her human contact
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limited to the two brothers who run the neighbourhood hole-inthe-wall from which she orders dinner every evening. Then,
disaster! Visa issues. The brothers close up shop, and fast.
But they have one last delivery for Lois: their culture, the
sourdough starter used to bake their bread. She must keep it
alive, they tell her - feed it daily, play it music, and learn to
bake with it. Lois is no baker, but she could use a roommate,
even if it is a needy colony of microorganisms. Soon, not only
is she eating her own homemade bread, she's providing
loaves daily to the General Dexterity cafeteria. The company
chef urges her to take her product to the farmer's market, and
a whole new world opens up. When Lois comes before the
jury that decides who sells what at Bay Area markets, she
encounters a close-knit club with no appetite for new
members. But then, an alternative emerges: a secret market
that aims to fuse food and technology. But who are these
people, exactly? Sourdough is a soup of skilfully balanced
ingredients: there's satire, a touch of fantasy, a pinch of SF,
all bound up with a likeable narrator whose zest for life is
infectious. The novel opens a door on a world that's both
comforting and thrillingly odd. - The Guardian
This is the ultimate anthology of theatrical anecdotes, edited
by lifelong theatre-lover Gyles Brandreth in the Oxford
tradition, and covering every kind of theatrical story and
experience from the age of Shakespeare and Marlowe to the
age of Stoppard and Mamet, from Richard Burbage to
Richard Briers, from Nell Gwynn to Daniel Day-Lewis, from
Sarah Bernhardt to Judi Dench. Players, playwrights,
prompters, producers—they all feature. The Oxford Book of
Theatrical Anecdotes provides a comprehensive, revealing,
and hugely entertaining portrait of the world of theatre across
four hundred years. Many of the anecdotes are humorous: all
have something pertinent and illuminating to say about an
aspect of theatrical life—whether it is the art of playwriting, the
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craft of covering up missed cues, the drama of the First Night,
the nightmare of touring, or the secret ingredients of star
quality. Edmund Kean, Henry Irving, John Gielgud, Laurence
Olivier, Ellen Terry, Edith Evans, Maggie Smith, Helen
Mirren—the great 'names' are all here, of course, but there are
tales of the unexpected, too—and the unknown. This is a
book—presented in five acts, with a suitably anecdotal and
personal prologue from Gyles Brandreth—where, once in a
while, the understudy takes centre-stage and Gyles
Brandreth treats triumph and disaster just the same, including
stories from the tattiest touring companies as well as from
Broadway, the West End and theatres, large and small, in
Australia, India, and across Europe.
"Dividing the spoils" revives the memory of Alexander's
Successors, whose fame has been dimmed only because
they stand in his enormous shadow. In fact, Alexander left
things in a mess at the time of his death, with no guaranteed
succession, no administration in place suitable for such an
enormous realm, and huge untamed areas both bordering
and within his 'empire'. The Successors consolidated the
Conqueror's gains. Their competing ambitions, however,
meant that consolidation inevitably led to the break-up of the
empire.
FIVE EXTRAORDINARY ORPHANS. ONE INCREDIBLE
MYSTERY. UNLOCK THE SECRETS OF THE
WINTERBORNE HOME FOR VENGEANCE AND VALOUR
When 11-year-old April joins a group of kids living at
Winterborne Home she doesn't expect to be there for very
long. But she soon learns that this home isn't like any of the
others - especially when she unearths the secret of the
missing-and-presumed-dead billionaire, Gabriel Winterborne,
who is neither missing nor dead but is actually living in a
basement lair, sharpening his swords and looking for
vengeance. Now that April knows Gabriel Winterborne is
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alive, she must turn to the other orphans to keep him that
way. As a looming new danger threatens to take Gabriel
down once and for all, they must use their individual talents to
find a way to make sure this home for misfits isn't lost to them
for ever. Because at the Winterborne Home, nothing is what it
seems, no one is who they say they are and nowhere is safe.
And now a ragtag group of orphans must unravel the riddle of
a missing heir, a supposed phantom and a secret key, all
without alerting the adults of Winterborne House that trouble
is afoot. The first book in a captivating new series from the
bestselling author of Gallagher Girls.

Join the WellieWishers on their adventures in Aunt
Miranda's garden! From learning what birds love to eat to
planning a special party and putting on the greatest of
shows, the WellieWishers are here to play in their
whimsical stories of fun and friendship. The set includes
The Riddle of the Robin, Ashlyn's Unsurprise Party, and
The Muddily-Puddily Show.
A New York Times bestseller, Mr Penumbra's 24-hour
Bookstore is an entirely charming and lovable first novel
of mysterious books and dusty bookshops; it is a witty
and delightful love-letter to both the old book world and
the new. Recession has shuffled Clay Jannon out of his
life as a San Francisco Web-design drone - and
serendipity, coupled with sheer curiosity, has landed him
a new job working the night shift at Mr. Penumbra's
24-Hour Bookstore. But after just a few days, Clay
begins to realize that this store is even more curious than
the name suggests. There are only a few customers, but
they come in repeatedly and never seem to actually buy
anything, instead they simply borrow impossibly obscure
volumes from strange corners of the store, all according
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to some elaborate, long-standing arrangement with the
gnomic Mr. Penumbra. The store must be a front for
something larger, Clay concludes, and soon he's
embarked on a complex analysis of the customers'
behaviour and roped his friends into helping to figure out
just what's going on. But once they bring their findings to
Mr. Penumbra, it turns out the secrets extend far outside
the walls of the bookstore... 'The pages swell with Mr
Sloan's nerdy affection and youthful enthusiasm for both
tangible books and new media... [but] the ties that bind
the story are friendship and vitality for life. This is a
clever and whimsical tale with a big heart' The
Economist Shortlisted for the LA Times Book Award for
First Fiction.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant
readers! Most humans know that scientists are combing
outer space for evidence of intelligent life in the universe.
And most aliens know that the Galactic Union has been
diligently jamming those efforts until Earth is ready to
join. A small group of aliens has other ideas, though.
They plan on sending humans fake messages as part of
a plan for world domination. Only one "human" can stop
them?Zack Gaither, Alien Agent. Zack will have to use all
he's learned in his previous adventures to save Earth
from the Gnairt. Fortunately, he's got some help this
time. And she's kinda cute...
Experienced birder Sallie Wolfe provides a peek into her
creative process, sharing notes, verses, sketches, and
paintings from her own notebooks. A beautiful blend of
factual information and creative inspiration offers birders
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and artists alike a giftable collection of poetry, a compact
guide, and an invitation to journal. At first glance, The
Robin Makes a Laughing Sound centers on bird
identification and behavior. But look more carefully:
journaling helps us observe, think evaluate record, and
create. Sallie's words capture the light of early spring
when robins return to newly budding trees, list the
species that come and go, note how West Nile virus
affects her backyard population, and even find a rhyme
for suet—there's nothing to it.
Batman has been kidnapped by the Riddler! The crook
has left behind one of his infamous riddles, addressed to
Robin. If Robin can solve the puzzle, he will locate the
Caped Crusader. But that first riddle leads to another.
Then the Riddler turns off all the lights in Gotham City.
What, Robin wonders, is the point? When will the riddles
end? If the Boy Wonder cannot find his partner by the
next sunrise, Batman will be gone forever. Just in time
for Batman's 80th Anniversary, this action-packed
chapter book also features a brand new Batman's
Friends and Foes Roster and historical archives from the
Caped Crusader's many years of fighting crime.
The Riddler has kidnapped Batman and left a trail of
riddles for Robin to solve before the next sunrise--or
Batman will be gone forever.
A robin has moved into the garden, and the
WellieWishers couldn't be more excited! As they care for
the robin, they learn new things about what birds like to
do and eat. But one day, the robin disappears! Will the
girls be able to find the robin and his secret? Animallover Willa is on the case! This story tells how Willa
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learns to take lead and that things are not always what
they seem! Includes fun activities for girls and parents to
do together.
Recognition that aging is not the accumulation of
disease, but rather comprises fundamental biological
processes that are amenable to experimental study, is
the basis for the recent growth of experimental
biogerontology. As increasingly sophisticated studies
provide greater understanding of what occurs in the
aging brain and how these changes occur
Bestselling Andy McNab and award-winning Phil Earle join
forces for the very first time, and the results are hilarious!
Danny Mack's mates are brilliant: there's his best mate
Giraffles (yeh, you read that right), so-called because of his
unusually long neck; the MandM twins (you got it - like the
chocolate) who are always finishing each other's sentences;
and Lucky Success, who, well I reckon you can guess how he
got his name. They're the best mates a kid could ask for, and
when an epic school trip is announced, they're all properly
made up about it. Because school trips are just an excuse to
have a big laugh with your mates, right? Erm, WRONG. Let's
just say that this is a school trip like no other, and Danny,
Giraffles, Lucky and the MandMs have got a real challenge
on their hands. Will they make it through? If Danny has
anything to do with it, you bet they will! Brilliantly illustrated by
Robin Boydon, illustrator of David Solomon's My Arch-Enemy
is a Brain in a Jar, and full of laughs and a lot of heart, Get
Me Out of Here! is without a doubt the book of the year.
From Jay Griffiths, the author of the award-winning Wild
comes a passionate polemic defence of childhood 'Her work
isn't just good -- it's necessary' Philip Pullman In Kith, Jay
Griffiths seeks to discover why we deny our children the
freedoms of space, time and the natural world. Visiting
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communities as far apart as West Papua and the Arctic, as
well as the UK, and delving into history, philosophy, language
and literature, she explores how children's affinity for nature is
an essential and universal element of childhood. It is a
journey deep into the heart of what it means to be a child, and
it is central to all our experiences, young and old. 'An
impassioned, visionary plea to restore to our children the
spirit of adventure, freedom and closeness to nature that is
their birthright. We must hear it and act on it before it is too
late' Iain McGilchrist 'Jay Griffiths writes with such richness
and mischief about the one thing that could truly save the
world: its children' KT Tunstall
It's Aunt Miranda's birthday! The WellieWishers want to give
her something special, but they can't agree on what it should
be. Then Kendall discovers the Tomorrow Pile. What looks
like a bunch of old, dirty, broken things to the other girls looks
like cool fun stuff with lots of potential to Kendall! Can the
girls work together to create something wonderful for Aunt
Miranda? Lighthearted stories featuring the WellieWishers,
who have adventures in a big garden. Includes back matter
with tips, recipes, crafts and activities that let mom extend the
story theme into her daughter's everyday life.
The WellieWishers ae going camping! Willa can't wait to be
surrounded by nature, sleeping under the stars. Ashlyn has
prepared a list of camping supplies to bring, but Willa feels
sure all that gear won't be needed. When they get to the
campsite, the girls discover they are missing some things.
They don't even have marshmallows for toasting! Just when
their campout looks like a catastrophe, their friendship saves
the day.
Many black strategies of daily resistance have been
obscured--until now. Race rebels, argues Kelley, have
created strategies of resistance, movements, and entire
subcultures. Here, for the first time, everyday race rebels are
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given the historiographical attention they deserve, from the
Jim Crow era to the present.
'Fantasy as it ought to be written' George R.R. Martin The
thrilling conclusion to Robin Hobb’s Tawny Man trilogy.
Chantel, Adam, Holly and Owen are eager to begin the next
stage of their adventure. "The Stones have stirred," Ava,
Hawkwoman and Wise One, tell Owen, "The time is near for
the Circle Dance." The stones are the ancient stone circle of
Avebury in England. But the Dark Being approaches, and her
servant, a wraith, blocks the children’s progress. When Ava
is hurt, the children are thrown back on their own resources.
They must discover the ritual that will release the circlet. Each
child has a part to play in finding the circlet and holding back
the Dark Being.
The New York Timesbestselling Mysterious Benedict
Societyseries returns for a triumphant fifth adventure! After
starring in three adventures, the inimitable quartet of Reynie,
Sticky, Kate, and Constance haven't had a mission together
in some time. But with the arrival of a new Society member and a new threat - they must reunite to face dilemmas more
dangerous than ever before, including the return of the
villainous Mr Curtain and his Ten Men and a formidable
enemy with a mystifying ability to track their every move.

'Fantasy as it ought to be written' George R.R.
Martin Robin Hobb returns to her best loved
characters in a brand new series.
The WellieWishers are raising chickens! The girls
are thrilled when their hen, Queen Ruby, begins
laying eggs. But when the first egg hatches, Queen
Ruby doesn't seem to know what to do, so Emerson
takes charge. Soon the tiny chick, Princess Peep, is
"In this unique book Mark Bryant has collected
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hundreds of the best riddles of all time, drawn from
sources throughout the world. They range from
simple jokes about fleas and worms enjoyed by
earthy peasants to highly sophisticated puzzles
composed by some of the greatest names in the
world of letters, from Schiller, Swift and Cervantes to
Edgar All Poe, Lewis Carroll and J.R.R. Tolkien. To
introduce this anthology, Mark Bryant traces the
history of riddles from their origins in pre-classical
antiquity to modern times."--Jacket.
When Camille loses two teeth in one day, Ashlyn
decides to cheer up her friend by throwing a party.
The party is meant to be a secret so the other
WellieWishers will be surprised too, but a rainstorm
and other woes are on the horizon! Will Ashlyn acc
The much-anticipated final conclusion to the Fitz and
the Fool trilogy.
A r-examination of the mysteries surrounding the
sinking of the Titanic, with some startling new
theories about the ship itself,it's sister ship the
accident prone Olympic,the owners White Star and
J.P.Morgan the financier controlling it.
From Ancient Greek times, music has been seen as
a mathematical art, and this relationship has
fascinated generations. This new in paperback
edition of diverse, comprehensive and fullyillustrated papers, authored by leading scholars,
links the two fields in a lucid manner that is suitable
for students of each subject as well as the general
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reader.
Camille loves the ocean#8212the warm sand, the
pretty shells, and the sparkling waves that tickle her
toes. Sometimes she even imagines that she's a
mermaid with whales and dolphins for friends! When
the other WellieWishers see how much Camille
misses her summers by the sea, they want to
help#8212but how can four girls turn a garden into
an ocean? Early chapter book; 4-color illustrations.
Lighthearted stories featuring the WellieWishers,
who have adventures in a big garden. Includes back
matter with tips, recipes, crafts and activities that let
mom extend the story theme into her daughter's
everyday life.
Did mankind evolve unusually large brains simply in
order to gossip? Primates differ from other animals
by the intensity of their social relationships, by the
amount of time they spend grooming one another.
Not just a matter of hygiene, grooming is all about
cementing bonds, making friends and influencing
your fellow ape. Early humans, in their characteristic
large groups of 150 or so, would have had to spend
almost half their time in mutual grooming. Instead,
Professor Robin Dunbar argues, they evolved a
more efficient mechanism: language. It seems there
is nothing idle about idle chatter. Having a good
gossip ensures that a dynamic group - of huntergatherers, soldiers, workmates - remains cohesive.
Men and women 'gossip' equally, but men tend to
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talk about themselves, while women talk more about
other people, working to strengthen the femalefemale relationships that underpin both human and
primate societies. Until now, most anthropologists
have assumed that language developed in malemale relationships, during activities such as hunting.
Dunbar's intriguing research suggests that, to the
contrary, language evolved among women.
'Captivating' Sunday Times 'Will utterly terrify you - in
the best way possible' Buzzfeed 'While it is a
mystery, the true strength of the novel comes from
the honesty of the girls' portrayal' Guardian 'A
hypnotic debut' Elle 'We couldn't put this one down'
Marie Claire This is not a story of bad things
happening to bad girls. I say this because I know
you, Dex, and I know how you think. I'm going to tell
you a story, and this time, it will be the truth. Hannah
Dexter is a nobody, ridiculed and isolated at school
by golden girl Nikki Drummond. But in their junior
year of high school, Nikki's boyfriend walks into the
woods and shoots himself. In the wake of the
suicide, Hannah befriends new girl Lacey and soon
the pair are inseparable, bonded by their shared
hatred of Nikki. Lacey transforms good girl Hannah
into Dex who is up for any challenge Lacey throws at
her. The two girls bring their combined wills to bear
on the community in which they live and think they
are invulnerable. But Lacey has a secret, about life
before her better half, and it's a secret that will
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change everything . . .
When Willa and her friends find five chrysalises in
the garden, they decide to make butterfly costumes
for themselves so that they can perform a dance
when the butterflies emerge.
Winner of the Crime and Thriller British Book of the
Year Award 2021 'One of crime's most engaging
duos' Guardian 'Magnificent' Sunday Times 'Finely
honed, superbly constructed' Daily Mail 'Terrific'
Daily Express Private Detective Cormoran Strike is
visiting his family in Cornwall when he is approached
by a woman asking for help finding her mother,
Margot Bamborough - who went missing in
mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never
tackled a cold case before, let alone one forty years
old. But despite the slim chance of success, he is
intrigued and takes it on; adding to the long list of
cases that he and his partner in the agency, Robin
Ellacott, are currently working on. Plus the pair are
still battling their feelings for one another, while
Robin is also juggling a messy divorce and
unwanted male attention. As Strike and Robin
investigate Margot's disappearance, they come up
against a fiendishly complex case with leads that
include tarot cards, a psychopathic serial killer and
witnesses who cannot all be trusted. And they learn
that even cases decades old can prove to be deadly
. . . A breathtaking, labyrinthine epic, Troubled Blood
is the fifth Strike and Robin novel and the most
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gripping and satisfying yet. Praise for the Strike
series: 'A blistering piece of crime writing' Sunday
Times 'The work of a master storyteller' Daily
Telegraph 'Unputdownable' Daily Express 'Highly
inventive storytelling' Guardian 'Superb . . . an
ingenious whodunnit' Sunday Mirror 'Come for the
twists and turns and stay for the beautifully drawn
central relationship' Independent 'Outrageously
entertaining' Financial Times
Two children enjoying a summer day at Grandma's
entertain each other with rhyming riddles.
In Hollow Men, Robin Baker provides a reappraisal
of the Book of Judges account of Israel's Settlement
of Canaan. Written under Assyrian suzerainty in
Manasseh’s reign, Judges is a theological
commentary on the Settlement and an esoteric work
of prophecy.
Did the Titanic really sink? Or was it sister ship
Olympic? Was it a massive cover-up or an insurance
scam? These and many other questions are raised
in Robin Gardiner's brilliantly entertaining read which
reveals a fascinating version of what really
happened on that terrible night in April 1912.
Ten years after the first exploration of the Titanic
wreck two and a half miles under the north Atlantic,
and eighty-four years after she sank, Robin Gardiner
and Dan van der Vat reappraised the legendary
maritime disaster.Why was the man at the helm
when the Titanic hit the iceberg packed off to South
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Africa?Why did her reluctant Chief Officer 'still' feel
uneasy about a ship on which he had never sailed
before?Why did one of her stewards 'wish the bally
ship at the bottom of the sea'?It was not only the sea
that covered up the Titanic . . .
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